
TIVO 2007 DVRS AND BEYOND CASE

Tom Rogers, CEO of TiVo, had placed multiple strategic bets on his company. In September , that strategy was due for
a major test. TiVo was a maker of.

This will help in better predicting the environment policy of the country. This will enable the Dvr Tivo to
determine â€” if required can it hire talent globally to work in that particular market. TiVo and its competitors
are also affected by patent and intellectual property laws and regulations. Technological superiority provides a
critical factor in competitive advantage in DVRs. Execution of the strategy and building a feedback loop,
using which managers at Dvr Tivo can fine tune processes and strategies going forward. Many US companies
have incurred losses in Mexico in regular forex crisis in that country. In September , that strategy was due for
a major test. While there has been significant deregulation in the broadcast industry, antitrust regulations are
still in force to prevent monopoly and anti-competitive behavior. It can enable Dvr Tivo to hire skilled
workforce at competitive salaries. In the Fall of , TiVo, the company that pioneered the DVR digital video
recorder technology and TV category, and which to this day continues to set the standard for excellence and
innovation in DVR technology and related services, is busy crafting a strategy that will transform itself into
something more than a consumer electronics company. At the same time, the television industry is not bereft
of regulatory oversight. Advertising support is generally viewed as the solution. For a couple years after it
started operations in , TiVo had virtually no competition. Analyze the Dvr Tivo external competitive
environment to identify opportunities and threats. Dvr Tivo should consider the fact that at deficit levels of
United States in an emerging economy can lead to rampant inflation and serious risks of currency
depreciation. Dvr Tivo should be aware of presence of such practices in a country. Political environment and
other factors not only impact the cost of doing business but also long term sustainability. Rogers believed that
macro-trends in the home entertainment industry--the convergence of standard television with the delivery of
video content via broadband Internet, and the related crisis faced by companies whose business models relied
on TV advertising--played to TiVo's unique strengths. Analyze Strengths and Weaknesses of Dvr Tivo.
Choosing the vision, mission and the reason of existence for Dvr Tivo. That was Roger's big bet. Dvr Tivo
should consider demographic trends before new product developments and integrate features that cater to this
segment. For example as the population of USA and EU is growing old the demand for products mostly
catering to this segment will grow. Among the newer substitute products are downloadable via computer
programs and movies. Published by HBR Publications. Dvr Tivo can leverage this trend to expand the market
beyond its traditional customers by employing a differentiated marketing campaign. Dvr Tivo can leverage
such a situation to hire the best people in business. Different countries have different attitude towards health
and safety so it is better for Dvr Tivo to conduct a thorough research before entering the market. Some of the
technology trends that are impacting the macro environment are â€” developments in artificial intelligence,
use of machine learning and big data analytics to predict consumer behavior, growing importance of platforms
over service providers etc. Leadership in DVR technology and a TV-centric user interface arguably positioned
TiVo to become something more than a consumer electronics company. The gender composition of labor
market is a good indicator of disposal income of household, priorities of the households, and related needs.
However, DVRs have historically been seen as very threatening to the advertising industry, since their
technology allows consumers to fast forward through advertisements Miller, , p.


